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Aback
 
There are some moments
In every life
To decide or not
But on a sudden has to do
Aiming for success
Getting worse on and on
Some thing special happened
Surprised or Shocked
Sweet or Bitter
Is it  true or accidental
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Abandon
 
Sinking ships, New born babies
Whom to look up?
In the speedy world
Floating lifes, Betful matches
Whom to preserve?
In the speedy world
Emotions, Hatred
Whom to cheer?
In the speedy world
Policies, Nuclear tests
Whom to give up?
In the speedy world
Only some to remain
And other to abandon
In this speedy world
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Awakening
 
Down flowing river
Elloping with sea
Every where, Every part
This wonderful phenomenon
Subdued humane emotions
In art of history of times
There reckon a new beginning
In future of our coming times
Moving to a scenario
where Money, Power
Rules over the world
Creeping eyes watching
To our lifes often
Survival needed
Only for the fittest
Outlooks of tougher, smarter
No more meddling
In crunch situations
Come on make your way
Out with a smile
Comes in handy risk and trial
To the present and future
Keep going on and on
Down flowing river
Elloping with sea
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Call Girl
 
Sitting alone a call at door
Anxious to know who is
In a moment the door made open
Standing a girl with a smile
Walked to the centre
With a bag at her shoulders
Pushed me to the chair
Opened her bag with a click
Made her lips like an 'O'
Carved with a lipstick
Rushed to have a bath
Heard a song with a chorus of drops
Made her body wet and clean
Dressed in her night dress
Was an angel to explode
Moved her hands on me
To undress me
Removed her dress with a shy
Beauty with a lot of ups and downs
Arcs or bends as you all know
Merged two bodies have lust
Eternal love for some moments
Froth of water always play
In every moments of life
Begin the seperation with a sweat
She to the bathroom with her dress
Demanded  money on the table
She took her money with a smile
Out to the door with a rush
Cycle continues on and on
What do you think about her?
Sympathy, love, passion
Guess of persons  may be
Money, poverty does every thing
Desire, attitude does every thing
Sin or not in some minds
Can you love that call girl?
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Charnel
 
Creeping dead sound bells
Comes to lost minds
Mystic feel of fear
May evoke at the war front
A body to loose, battle to be won
Pride and honour to the nation
Stocks may see ups and downs
Some body loose, others win
All have to die a day
Without exclusion of cast and creed
Battles of glory  with tainted sadness
Nothing distinct in good and evil
Where bodies & parts dislocated
Piling up with a sense of unity
Is mind and body made a seperation
Life after death the another one
Above doubts remain a mystery
This is the place where
Mind and body have a rest
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Embrace
 
Chastic beauty of full moon
Shades light in my room
Encroaching clouds may
Hide out beauty of moon
 
Soothing breeze through window
Whispers something in my ear
Jeleous angels eyeing on
Beauty of ages on earth
 
Chorus of stars lit up
Shooting light of gloom
Humanes & vehicles rest
With a silence of leisure
 
Shadows of fairies glimpse
Make howling foxes to the bright
Reptiles may curse the light
That made the prey to escape
 
Watching through the window
Saw a child climbing up the hill
Raising his hands and leaning
To embrace the lovely moon
 
Tried and tried untill
Hides a cloud under its belt
Out in the room being mature
Thoughts of similar arose in me
 
Lean and embrace the adored beauty
Was my wife with child
Raising my hands to hug her
Sleeping child made a cry
 
May be had a bad dream
Saw his half lit eyes with fear
Embraced him with a smile
A pat on his back made him sleep
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Embraced my wife with love
Days and years passed
My friends mother died
Embraced him with sad
 
Still I am in a dilemma
How, when, what to embrace
Realisation of facts, thoughts
Good or bad depends on person
 
Chastic beauty of full moon
Resides there untill day is on
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Humour In Dreams
 
A sense of humour in my mind
Go to sleep, better be clear
Restless thoughts had to stay
Some may make laugh the next day
Every moment with twilight
Rejoice comes to our face
Comes in dreams or often
Nothing distinct, men and animal
Nothing between ghost and god
All have humour at some times
Lips to open for a laugh
Is it to tease, make others merry
Retrace humour going to bed
Go to sleep, better be clear
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Noon
 
Its noon, its noon
Sitting outside, a gentle breeze
Followed with a touching smell
Continues on and on
A sound of cooking
Smell of dishes in the air
Can they bring a good noon
Someone watching
others in work
Alone in outdoor
really I am enjoying
Leaves twitter
dancing up and down
A sense of greenery
Make my eyes happy
Its raining here sweating heat in the noon
Makes the people a little drained
Who is the one that comes to eat
That good old homely noon
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Take My Life
 
Alone Alone in my heart
Dwells a sense of huskness
Come to me my pretty lady
With a whisp of love
No friends and meaning in life
I am alone in walks of life
Relatives think I am useless
Have teased every now and then
Blamed me for what I haven't done
Better Lord knows every thing
He is the one I really trust
Nothing given to my father & mother
How can I commit suicide?
Prevailed darkness in air
Motivate me to take my life
A sound of dead bells
Knows the thither and whither
Its time to say good bye
The thoughts of me still alive
Will remain in your hearts
Alone Alone in my heart
Dwells a sense of huskness
Come to me my pretty lady
With a whisp of love
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Words Of Love
 
A pour of affection
To any heart
From kings to presidents
Mother to child, Men to women
 
All have love in their hearts
Descibed this word
With blend of meaning
context to context
 
Traverses world with its power
Love to Cheer, Love to Passion
Love of God, Love of Pets
Loveable nature, Loveable music
 
Fuses and binds with every word
Creates a magic of its own
Milk of love from mothers breast
Paternal love when a child grows
 
Is the real one to give a child
Roots him to good qualities
To lead a life of joy
A youth full of frustrations where
 
Friends of love comes to rescue
To pour their love to
Society and fellow beings
Loveable work to impart his pride
 
Can earn a decent living
Love of sex come to his mind
To the opposite gender
Where both can share
 
Their thoughts and acts
Blend to make a loveable family
Some may make a lovey-dovey
While others are love sick
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An affair of love
To be in love or make love to
Romantic or strong feelings
Between people of our times
 
Gazing love birds
At times have a love bite
Love struck person with a
love lorn mind
 
Can be seen in any part
Love of money, power
Urges in modern minds
To inact in the way of truth
 
A gift of love to Lord
Sustains good from the evil
Eternal love, Kids of love
Usually in old aged & saints
 
Which ramnifies cast cum creed
A freedom of love to vote
Move and choose things around you
A mercy of love
 
To millions of people
Deprived of food & shelter
A naturistic love
To preserve our nature
 
Love of birds & animals
Must be done to protect
Endangered & Ecosystems
Words of love and wings of love
 
To sooth  anger & evil spirits
Lets pray to make the world
Full of love
Nothing more to add
To the wonderful words of love
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